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POTENTIAL GST CLAIM-BACK WORKINGS 

Here is the more detailed workings behind the discovery, and how you can also find if 
you have this opportunity to claim back GST. 

This discovery came about while attempting to provide substantiating proof of the 
"perception" that Sales are diminishing year on year; when in fact, a degree of this is 
the migration of Billed delivery sales, becoming subscription payments and direct sub-
agent credits as a reduction in cost of goods. Same gross profit earned, but, banks 
and buyers first impression is that Sales are declining. 

Like all great discoveries, this one came out of the blue when searching for another 
reason. 

We had collected 52 weekly QLD News statements from 2 of our news agencies for 
sale clients, and proceeded to transcribe every line item into excel worksheets to 
determine Supplies vs Credits, and where each credit comes from. 

The example week discussed so far, resulted in Fig 1 below, but, you will see that if 
we take GST off Subscriptions, as in Fig 2, the Total GST of Figure 2 matches (within 
2c) the Total Including GST found on the Qld News Statement shown in Figure 3. 

Fig 1.                Fig 2.    

Fig 3.  
 

 

So, how can you find out if you can benefit from this ? 

Firstly, MOST people or book-keepers will enter the net invoice/statement amount into 
their accounting software and simply let the software accrue the GST at 1/11th.  This 
would also be the likely case for those using cashbooks, or bank-link if they had not 
specifically noticed and transcribed the GST provisioned on the statement.  
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We will not discount there are very switched on people out there who may have been 
already aware of this and done the correct book-keeping, but, of the newsagents we 
have talked to directly so far, not one was aware of this anomaly, and accordingly 
have clearly under-claimed their GST.  This is why we are attempting to let Everyone 
know; our gift to the newsagency industry we are passionate about. 

So, understanding most newsagents are time poor, the majority will likely have missed 
this.  From what we can gather, the anomaly is solely to do with the treatment of GST 
on Subscription payments, so if you do not have Subscription customers on your QLD 
News statements, normally found starting on the front page shown as the client 
address, and a credit in the right column; then you are unlikely to benefit from this 
discovery. 

If you do have Subscription customers, we imagine there would be 2 ways to work this 
out.  Firstly, add up all the individual credits from Subscription customers across a 
specific date range of statements, divide by 11, and make an appropriate BAS 
adjustment (with the recommended help of your accountant) or... 

 Create a spreadsheet to tally up / transcribe the Current Due / Total Due from 
every invoice for a period (BAS period or Financial Year). 

 Then in the next column, tally up / transcribe the "Total Includes GST" noted on 
that same statement. 

 Total the amount of  "Total Includes GST" for the period you are collating. 
 Divide the Total of the Current/Total Due for the same collated period by 11 to 

determine the amount of GST you have likely claimed already. 
 Take the GST claimed so far away from the GST total from the statements, and 

you have the adjustment amount to claim. 

As with everything to do with News Ltd accounting, there will be variences at times 
due to numerous reasons, so it's not a simple task to say one method is more correct 
than the other, and perhaps there is a different method possible through the book-
keeping records that you keep; but, hopefully you now have a broader understanding 
of what to look for and how to look for this discrepancy. 

Below is a summary of the 2nd method for one of our clients. For privacy reasons, we 
can not show the invoices themselves, or divulge the client.  
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This Newsagencies For Sale Pty Ltd client is now looking at his current year, and 
2010 year, but in essence, has added almost $4,000 to his net profit for FY 2011, 
which only makes his business more appealing for sale. 

Again, we remind that we are a Newsagency Specialist Business Brokerage 
representing newsagencies for sale, we are not accountants.  Whilst we firmly believe 
that hundreds of newsagents could benefit from this knowledge, (legal disclaimer) we 
can not accept any liability cost or consequence on how this is determined or used in 
your own business. 

We highly recommend that you consult your accountant with this, especially if 
you plan on lodging adjusting entries to existing BAS or tax returns.  

We know this will likely take a bit of time to put together, but, over a few years, this 
could add up to a lot of real money you can get back. We think it's worth your time to 
investigate. 

In further thought, if you discover this discrepancy in your account keeping records :- 

 You could calculate & claim back GST you may have overpaid for a few prior 
years 

 Bear in mind that will have the effect of reducing your cost of goods, improving 
actual Profit 

 If claiming prior years, you may owe income tax & ATO interest on that new 
profit 

 Take care on how much work you give your accountant in determining this, as 
they bill by the hour. 

 But, tax & interest theoretically shouldn’t be greater than the amount you 
benefit. 

This also raises the question, how does each newsagent take up the credited 
subscription payment ?  Do you enter each one into your accounting software, which 
then accrues GST ? Or only enter the payment into your delivery software and how 
does it account ?  Or not transcribe the payment at all which some have told us.  
Somewhere in all this, there would be an ongoing taxable supply, but the main point 
here, is that normal book-keeping would likely have missed the entitled extra input tax 
credit noted on the Qld News Statement, and most accountants would not be aware of 
this as it's mostly a book-keeping issue. 
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We appreciate this may be opening a much broader can of worms, so please first 
cautiously investigate using your own time and then consult your accountant.  

We sincerely wish you the best. 

  

If this has saved you money, potentially $$$ thousands we know for some :- 

 Think of us fondly as your Newsagency Industry’s Premier Specialist Brokerage 
 Consider us highly as The Newsagency Brokerage who will present your 

business with the greatest market credibility to help achieve the best result. 
 Send us an email or letter or bottle of something nice, or simply a Thanks ! 

 But most importantly, Engage us FIRST to represent your newsagency for 
sale. 

This is an example of how QNF Sales’ in-depth industry knowledge can potentially 
add unparalleled value to your news agency, from the specialist newsagency 
brokerage dedicated to supporting our newsagency industry. 

QNF Sales welcomes the opportunity to be of service. 
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